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the master live in another parish'.31 It was that used in the London
district and therefore the only one with which we are directly concerned.
The earlier system was still surviving locally at the time of the Poor
Law Commission of 1832. It was then general in the south-west, where
it was popular among farmers, and in the district round Leeds.
Parish apprenticeship, then (a form of poor relief), differed legally
from ordinary apprenticeship in the longer term of servitude and the
compulsory binding by the overseers with the consent of two justices.
Moreover, in the indentures the master or mistress undertook 'to save
the parish and the parishioners harmless * from any charge for the child's
maintenance. Till the latter part of the eighteenth century the appren-
ticeship of parish children was the most generally approved part of the
poor laws. It was a form of'setting the poor on work', and while there
were many complaints against compulsory rates - the law of mainten-
ance, as Arthur Young calls it, and against the settlement laws, there
was none in principle against the compulsory apprenticeship of poor
children, though it was generally agreed that in practice the methods of
the overseers left much to be desired.
The children to be apprenticed by the parish included, besides the
foundlings and the illegitimate children, any children in the workhouse
and also the children of those receiving parish doles. In the second half
of the century, when many London parishes gathered into their work-
houses vagrant children out of the streets, and when, thanks to Hanway
and others, a larger number of children survived the dangers of the
parish nurse and the workhouse, the number to be apprenticed greatly
increased.
Apprenticeship, in one of its many forms, was still in the eighteenth
century the most general way of giving a child a start in life. In practice
apprenticeship had so many different and even contradictory aspects
that the subject is intricate. In general, it was a means of getting into a
skilled trade and escaping the risk of a prosecution under the Eliza-
bethan Statute of Apprentices for working in it without having served
a seven years* apprenticeship. In corporate towns it was a means of
obtaining the freedom of the place, usually a necessary condition of
setting up a trade there qr even working as a journeyman. In some trades
apprenticeship was used to prevent theover-stocking of theindustry and
so keeping up wages, but in others apprentices were used as cheap

